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Overview:

The ship conversion market involves

adapting existing ships for alternative

purposes through structural alterations

and refits. Shipowners engage in ship

conversion to extend the productive

lives of vessels or change their

functions according to changing market demands and regulations.

Market Dynamics:

The rising ocean trade activities between countries is propelling the demand for commercial

ships for transportation of goods. This is driving shipowners to invest in upgrading and

retrofitting existing vessels through conversion, thereby fueling growth of the ship conversion

market. Furthermore, stringent environmental regulations pertaining to emission control are

prompting shipowners and operators to implement effective ship energy efficiency measures

through conversion, focusing on optimal fuel consumption and emission reduction. Growing

adoption of hybrid technologies involving dual fuel engines and battery systems during ship

conversion is expected to boost the market during the forecast period.
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Market Opportunity: Conversion of ships for specialized applications like luxury cruises and

research vessels

The growing markets for specialized ship applications like luxury cruises, research vessels,

floating accommodation and offshore construction present a major opportunity for the ship

conversion market. Converting suitable existing cargo ships allows offering customized and cost

efficient solutions for niche sectors like luxury cruises and research where purpose building new
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ships may not be commercially viable. With innovative design modifications, ship conversion

providers can tap new demand segments and earn higher margins by harnessing specialized

capabilities for commercial and research applications requiring specialized designs.

Top Companies Covered In This Report:

Sembcorp Marine, Hyundai Heavy Industries, CSSC Chengxi Shipyard, Damen Shipyards Group,

Cochin Shipyard, Fincantieri, Orient Shipyard, VARD Group, Wilson Sons, Oman Drydock

Company, Bahri Abha Shipyard, Abu Dhabi Ship Building, N-KOM, Keppel Shipyard, Tebma

Shipyards, Lamprell, Drydocks World, Dae Sun Shipbuilding, Shunzheng Shipyard, HHIC-Phil
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Increasing demand for customized cargo ships and tankers

The ship conversion market is being driven by the increasing demand from cargo shippers and

tanker operators for customized ships that are better suited to transport specific types of cargo.

Converting existing ships allows ship owners to modify ships already in operation to meet the

specialized cargo or route requirements in a more cost effective manner than purchasing new

purpose built ships. This flexibility improves utilization of existing fleet capacity and reduces

capital expenditures for ship owners and operators.

Growth in offshore energy sector driving need for conversion of floating production storage and

offloading (FPSO) vessels

Demand from the offshore oil and gas industry is another key driver for the ship conversion

market. As new offshore oil and gas fields are explored and developed globally, especially in

deep waters, there is a growing need forFloating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO)

vessels to facilitate production, processing and storage of oil and gas from these fields.

Conversion of existing ships into FPSOs allows oil and gas producers to meet this demand in a

time and cost efficient way compared to custom building new FPSOs.
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The report answers a number of crucial questions, including:

Which companies dominate the global Ship Conversion market?

What current trends will influence the market over the next few years?

What are the market's opportunities, obstacles, and driving forces?

What predictions for the future can help with strategic decision-making?
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What advantages does market research offer businesses?

Which particular market segments should industry players focus on in order to take advantage

of the most recent technical advancements?

What is the anticipated growth rate for the Ship Conversion market economy globally?
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